
Bamidbar takes up the story 
as we left it toward the end 
of Shemot. The people had 
journeyed from Egypt to 
Mount Sinai. There they 
received the Torah. There 
they made the Golden Calf. 
There they were forgiven 
after Moses’ passionate 
plea, and there they made 
the Mishkan, the 
Tabernacle, inaugurated on 
the first of Nissan, almost a 
year after the Exodus. Now, 
one month later, on the first 
day of the second month, 
they are ready to move on 
to the second part of the 
journey, from Sinai to the 
Promised Land. 

Yet there is a curious delay 
in the narrative. Ten 
chapters pass until the 
Israelites actually begin to 
travel (Num. 10:33). First 
there is a census. Then 
there is an account of the 
arrangement of the tribes 
around the Ohel Moed, the 
Tent of Meeting. There is a 
long account of the Levites, 
their families and respective 
roles. Then there are laws 
about the purity of the 
camp, restitution, the sotah, 
the woman suspected of 
adultery, and the nazirite. A 
lengthy series of passages 
describe the final 
preparations for the 
journey. Only then do they 
set out. Why this long series 
of seeming digressions? 

It is easy to think of the 
Torah as simply telling events 
as they occurred, interspersed 
with various commandments. 
On this view the Torah is 
history plus law. This is what 
happened, these are the rules 
we must obey, and there is a 
connection between them, 
sometimes clear (as in the 
case of laws accompanied by 
reminder that “you were 
slaves in Egypt”), sometimes 
less so. 

But the Torah is not mere 
history as a sequence of 
events. The Torah is 
about the truths that emerge 
through time. That is one of 
the great differences between 
ancient Israel and ancient 
Greece. Ancient Greece 
sought truth by contemplating 
nature and reason. The first 
gave rise to science, the 
second to philosophy. Ancient 
Israel found truth in history, 
in events and what God told 
us to learn from them. 
Science is about nature, 
Judaism is about human 
nature, and there is a great 
difference between them. 
Nature knows nothing about 
freewill. Scientists often deny 
that it exists at all. But 
humanity is constituted by its 
freedom. We are what we 
choose to be. No planet 
chooses to be hospitable to 
life. No fish chooses to be a 
hero. No peacock chooses to 
be vain. Humans do choose. 
And in that fact is born the 
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drama to which the whole 
Torah is a commentary: 
how can freedom coexist 
with order? The drama is 
set on the stage of 
history, and it plays itself 
out through five acts, 
each with multiple scenes. 

The basic shape of the 
narrative is roughly the 
same in all five cases. 
First God creates order. 
Then humanity creates 
chaos. Terrible 
consequences follow. 
Then God begins again, 
deeply grieved but never 
losing His faith in the one 
life-form on which He set 
His image and to which 
He gave the singular gift 
that made humanity 
godlike, namely freedom 
itself. 

Act 1 is told in Genesis 1-
11. God creates an 
ordered universe and 
fashions humanity from 
the dust of the earth into 
which He breathes His 
own breath. But humans 
sin: first Adam and Eve, 
then Cain, then the 
generation of the Flood. 
The earth is filled with 
violence. God brings a 
flood and begins again, 
making a covenant with 
Noah. Humanity sin again 
by making the Tower of 
Babel (the first act of 
imperialism, as I argued 
in an earlier study). So 
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between the people and the Divine Presence. Hence also, 
in next week’s parsha, the three laws – restitution, the 
sotah and the nazir – directed at the three forces that 
always endanger social order: theft, adultery and alcohol. 
It is as if God were saying to the Israelites, this is what 
order looks like. Each person has his or her place within 
the family, the tribe and the nation. Everyone has been 
counted and each person counts. Preserve and protect this 
order, for without it you cannot enter the land, fight its 
battles and create a just society. 

Tragically, as Bamidbar unfolds, we see that the Israelites 
turn out to be their own worst enemy. They complain 
about the food. Miriam and Aaron complain about Moses. 
Then comes the catastrophe, the episode of the spies, in 
which the people, demoralised, show that they are not yet 
ready for freedom. Again, as in the case of the Golden Calf, 
there is chaos in the camp. Again God threatens to destroy 
the nation and begin again with Moses (Num. 14:12). 
Again only Moses’ powerful plea saves the day. God 
decides once more to begin again, this time with the next 
generation and a new leader. The book of Devarim is 
Moses’ prelude to Act 5, which takes place in the days of 
his successor Joshua. 

The Jewish story is a strange one. Time and again the 
Jewish people has split apart, in the days of the First 
Temple when the kingdom divided into two, in the late 
Second Temple period when it was driven into rival groups 
and sects, and in the modern age, at the beginning of the 
nineteenth century, when it fragmented into religious and 
secular in Eastern Europe, orthodox and others in the 
West. Those divisions have still not healed. 

And so the Jewish people keeps repeating the story told 
five times in the Torah. God creates order. Humans create 
chaos. Bad things happen, then God and Israel begin 
again. Will the story never end? One way or another it is 
no coincidence that Bamidbar usually precedes Shavuot, 
the anniversary of the giving of the Torah at Sinai. God 
never tires of reminding us that the central human 
challenge in every age is whether freedom can coexist with 
order. It can, when humans freely choose to follow God’s 
laws, given in one way to humanity after the Flood and in 
another to Israel after the Exodus. 

The alternative, ancient and modern, is the rule of power, 
in which, as Thucydides said, the strong do as they will and 
the weak suffer as they must. That is not freedom as the 
Torah understands it, nor is it a recipe for love and justice. 
Each year as we prepare for Shavuot by reading parshat 
Bamidbar, we hear God’s call: here in the Torah and its 
mitzvot is the way to create a freedom that honours order, 
and a social order that honours human freedom. There is 
no other way. 

God begins again, seeking a role model who will show the 
world what it is to live in faithful response to the word of 
God. He finds it in Abraham and Sarah. 

Act 2 is told in Genesis 12-50. The new order is based on 
family and fidelity, love and trust. But this too begins to 
unravel. There is tension between Esau and Jacob, 
between Jacob’s wives Leah and Rachel, and between their 
children. Ten of Jacob’s children sell the eleventh, Joseph, 
into slavery. This is an offence against freedom, and 
catastrophe follows – not a Flood but a famine, as a result 
of which Jacob’s family goes into exile in Egypt where the 
whole people become enslaved. God is about to begin 
again, not with a family this time but with a nation, which 
is what Abraham’s children have now become. 

Act 3 is the subject of the book of Shemot. God rescues 
the Israelites from Egypt as He once rescued Noah from 
the Flood. As with Noah (and Abraham), God makes a 
covenant, this time at Sinai, and it is far more extensive 
than its precursors. It is a blueprint for social order, for an 
entire society based on law and justice. Yet again, 
however, humans create chaos, by making a Golden Calf a 
mere forty days after the great revelation. God threatens 
catastrophe, destroying the whole nation and beginning 
again with Moses, as He had done with Noah and 
Abraham (Ex. 32:10). Only Moses’ passionate plea 
prevents this from happening. God then institutes a new 
order. 

Act 4 begins with an account of this order, which is 
unprecedentedly long, extending from Exodus 35, through 
the whole of the book of Vayikra and the first ten chapters 
of Bamidbar. The nature of this new order is that God 
becomes not merely the director of history and the giver of 
laws. He becomes a permanent Presence in the midst of 
the camp. Hence the building of the Mishkan, which takes 
up the last third of Shemot, and the laws of purity and 
holiness, as well as those of love and justice, that 
constitute virtually the whole of Vayikra. Purity and 
holiness are demanded by the fact that God has become 
suddenly close. In the Tabernacle, the Divine Presence has 
a home on earth, and whoever comes close to God must 
be holy and pure. Now the Israelites are ready to begin the 
next stage of the journey, but only after a long 
introduction. 

That long introduction, at the beginning of Bamidbar, is all 
about creating a sense of order within the camp. Hence the 
census, and the detailed disposition of the tribes, and the 
lengthy account of the Levites, the tribe that mediated 



 



 



 

FLORENCE SHAFFER SCHOLARSHIP 
 
The Florence Shaffer Memorial Fund Scholarship is a        
program run by the Sisterhood of Great Neck Synagogue. 
The program provides financial  assistance to help young 
women with some of the expenses of college or a  program 
for their gap year in Israel.  The scholarship is intended to 
benefit girls in circumstances where their families are having 
difficulty with college and /or gap year expenses. The    
Scholarship Fund was  endowed in the memory of Florence 
Shaffer z’’l, a beloved leader of the Sisterhood and longtime  
Recording Secretary of Great Neck Synagogue, by her       
husband, Dr. Bernard Shaffer.  The Scholarship  Fund is a 
particularly meaningful tribute to  Florence Shaffer because, 
as a young woman, she could not afford to attend college, 
despite her burning desire to earn a college degree.  This 
year, the Scholarship Committee is planning to award one 
scholarship of up to $1,000 to the winning applicant. To be   
eligible, the applicant's family must be members of Great 
Neck Synagogue and the applicant currently must be a     
senior in High School who plans to go to college or to      
seminary in Israel next fall. Each applicant should submit a 
short essay (approximately one single-spaced page)          
describing her  ambitions and what she hopes to achieve 
with her further  education. The applicant should also      
submit a list of colleges and/or programs in Israel to which 
she is applying and a copy of any  scholarship application 
submitted. All information will be held in the strictest of        
confidence. 
Please email applications to cindy.korman@gmail.com. If 
you do not get a confirming email within 24 hours please 
text 516.317.9632 inquiring whether the application was 
received. Applications must be submitted by no later than 
June 1, 2022. 



 











ROSH HASHANAH SCOPE DEADLINE/SPONSORSHIPS 

Please submit all SCOPE magazine articles, recipes, photos, 

ads, sponsorships and any other material by Monday, July 

11th to Diane Rein at drein@verizon.net. Thank you very 

much to our SCOPE sponsors (we have about 80!) for their 

strong support by sponsoring 3 issues (Rosh Hashanah, 

Chanukah and Pesach) for a total cost of $100 for the 

year.  If you are currently a SCOPE sponsor, then your 

sponsorship will continue unless you contact the synagogue 

office to discontinue it. We strongly encourage others who 

are not currently SCOPE sponsors to have their names   

added. You can dedicate the sponsorship in honor or in 

memory of a loved one. Thank you so much! 
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MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE  
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW. 

GREAT NECK COMMUNITY CALENDAR                                                 

In order to avoid any conflicts, it is suggested that when 

planning a simcha or event that you send your request to 

both mtwersky@gns.org to book at GNS as well as to the 

community calendar at greatneckcalendar@gmail.com.  

 

 

Saturday, 5 Sivan 

Edward Mazur for Rose Mazur 

Robert Spitalnick for Oscar Spitalnick 

David Werber for Millie Werber 

Martin Werber for Millie Werber 

Marc Gottlieb for Bernhard Gottlieb 

Osnass Shein for Isaac Charchat 

Sunday, 6 Sivan 

Rita Gordonson for Lewis Gordonson 

Carol Karbowitz for Leah Katzwer 

Lynn Steinberg for Leah Katzwer 

Roz Wagner for Fannie Tarnofsky 

Monday, 7 Sivan 

Sandy Brand for Aron Brand 

Michelle Berman for Sally Krawchuk 

Leslie Kahn for Sally Krawchuck 

Carol Karbowitz for Israel Schwartz 

Lynn Steinberg for Israel Schwartz 

 Weiss Family for Pessel Weiss 

Weiss  Family for Sheindel Berger Weiss 

Weiss Family for Pinchas Zelmanovitch 

 Weiss Family for Rivka Leiberman Zelmanovitch 

Tuesday, 8 Sivan 

 Jerrald Weinstein for Abraham Weinstein 

Harold Seider for Anna Seider 

Roz Wagner for Anna Seider 

Wednesday, 9 Sivan 

Serge Fischler for Hanny Fischler 

Carol Karbowitz for Jacob Katzwewr 

Lynn Steinberg for Jacob Katzwer 

Heather Siegelman for Eric Levi 

Thursday, 10 Sivan 

Idids Kaplan for Ahuva Abramovsky 

Tina Machnikoff for Morris Steinberg 

 

 

Mazal Tov to Susan Mayer on the Bat Mitzvah of her 

granddaughter Kayla Klinger, daughter of Debbie & Mark 

Klinger.  

NORTH SHORE MIKVAH ANNUAL FUNDRAISER 

Our annual fundraiser is an opportunity to celebrate the 

strength of this community who support the traditions  

surrounding family purity. A community mikvah depends 

on community support.  Your support goes directly to 

maintaining and enhancing the mikvah facility.  

Whether or not you currently use our Mikvah, we urge 

you to please give generously to our campaign to     

maintain this essential cornerstone of our vibrant        

Orthodox Jewish community by making a donation today. 

Our campaign runs through May 29. As a token of       

appreciation, you will receive a hand crafted cheesecake 

from The Choco Shoppe for Shavuot for all donations 

of $360 and above.  

 

 

GNS BIKUR CHOLIM AND GNS CONNECTIONS -

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TO MAKE DELIVERIES                                         

For Shavuot, GNS Bikur Cholim and GNS Connections are 

planning to distribute beautiful orchids (purchased to             

support the Meorot program) to members of our shul that 

could benefit from our outreach. If you would like to                      

volunteer to make deliveries (could be used for high 

school chesed hours), please contact Diane Rein at 

drein@verizon.net. There are about 60 recipients.  

UPCOMING EVENTS 

June 1: Chaverim 

June 1: Annual Congregation Meeting 

June 4: Tikun Leil Shavuot 

June 5: Shavout Sundaes 

June 11: Senior Leader Appreciation Day 

June 11: Jackie Bitton 

June 13-14: Defensive Driving 

June 15: Chaverim 

June 18: End of Year Youth Bash 

June 19: Learning with Rabbi Simon 

June 21: Bat Mitzvah Banquet 

June 25: Graduation Kiddush 

 

TIKUN LEIL SHAVUOT 

This year’s Joint Shavout Learning Program, with YIGN, 

will be taking place at the GNS. 

It will begin in the Beit Midrash at 11:30 pm, Saturday 

night, June 4. See flyer for Youth Program. 

Sponsors in formation: 

Kourosh Gouyghadosh in memory of his father Yehezkel 

ben Shalom Hakohen. 

Please contact mtwersky@gns.org to be added to this list. 

Hope to see you all there! 
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